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Abstract
Objective院 To measure the percent of free prostate specific antigen 渊fPSA冤 among men without prostate diseases in Xi爷an
area袁 and to study the relationship of percent fPSA with age and pathological grade袁 clinical stage of prostate cancer 渊PCa冤 with
percent fPSA袁 and to analyze the difference between the data in China and the overseas data to determine appropriate reference
range for Chinese male. Methods院 A total of 713 participants were enrolled into the study袁 with PSA袁 fPSA in serum measured
and the percent fPSA calculated. Out of 713 cases袁 679 without prostate diseases were divided into 5 groups by age袁 and then the
relationships of PSA袁 fPSA and percent fPSA with age were studied袁 respectively. The relationship of pathological grade and clini鄄
cal stage with percent fPSA of the 34 participants with PCa was also studied. With the help of the related data of men without
prostate disease袁 the appropriate reference range for Chinese male was established. Results院 The increases in PSA or fPSA were
correlated with age袁 while there was no significant correlation between age and percent fPSA. The percent fPSA was also correlat鄄
ed with pathological grade and clinical stage of PCa. The percent fPSA of men without prostate disease in Xi爷an area was signifi鄄
cantly lower than that in the related overseas data. The reference range of percent fPSA for Chinese male was逸15%. Conclu鄄
sion院 Percent fPSA might be more useful than PSA in the detection of prostate cancer. As the percent fPSA is decreased袁 the
pathological grade is decreased袁 and the clinical stage is increased袁 the malignant degree is increased. The reference range of 逸
15% is more appropriate for Chinese male.
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INTRODUCTION

孕rostate specific antigen 渊PSA冤 is one of the most
valuable tumor markers available for the diagnosis of
prostate cancer 渊Pca冤. However袁 it lacks sufficient
sensitivity and specificity due to age and volume of
prostate. The conception of percent free PSA渊fPSA冤
was put forward in recent years and has became
more prevalent in research. Because the morbidity of
PCa in our country is rather different from that in
other countries袁 we studied the percent fPSA in 679
participants without prostate disease and 34 with
PCa. The difference between our data and oversea
data was analyzed. We also explored the effect of
age on the percent fPSA among men without
prostate diseases. We tried to establish the reference

range which was appropriate for Chinese.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical materials
The medical data of 713 men were collected in
Xi爷an area from September 2001 to September 2005.
Among them袁 679 participants presented without
prostate diseases袁 with mean age 67.7 依 7.6 years
渊range 30鄄86 years冤. We divided them into 5 groups
by age渊30鄄39袁 40鄄49袁 50鄄59袁 60鄄69袁 逸 70 years冤袁
and the number of participants for each group was
73袁 58袁 144袁 252袁 152 respectively. Individuals
with any prostate diseases according to the interna鄄
tional prostate symptom score 渊I鄄PSS冤袁 digital rectal
examination 渊DRE冤 and ultrasound were excluded.
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34 patients suffered from PCa袁 with mean age 69.5依
4.1 years渊range 62鄄76 years冤. All of them were con鄄
firmed as adenocarcinoma by multiple spot needle
biopsy or biopsy guided by DRE. The pathological
stage for each patient was graded by the standard of
Gleason score 渊1992冤. Among them袁 6 presented
with well differentiated tumor袁 4 with moderately
differentiated tumor and 24 with poorly differentiated
tumor. The clinical stage was categorized by Jewett鄄
Whitmore鄄Prout system袁 and among them袁 3 was in
A stage袁 15 in B stage袁 12 in C stage and 4 in D
stage.
Measurement of serum PSA and fPSA
The samples of venous blood were collected be鄄
fore prostate operation or one week after operation袁
then the serum was separated. The concentrations of
serum PSA and fPSA were measured by two鄄site
野sandwich冶enzyme linked immunosorbent assay.
First袁 the samples 渊patients or standard冤 and either
the dilutions 渊when fPSA was measured冤 or the
buffers 渊when PSA was measured冤 were put into a
tiny finestra plank袁 warmed for 1h and the plank
was washed. Secondly袁 the antibody marked by en鄄
zyme was mixed in袁 again warmed for 1h and the
plank was washed. Then袁 the TMB solution was
mixed in袁 and later it was put in the terminate solu鄄
tion 袁 and the data of absorbency渊data A冤 was mea鄄
sured at the site of 450nm袁 when the color com鄄
pletely became yellow.
The linear regression equation of standard curve
with absorbency and concentration of standard sam鄄
ple were calculated. The concentrations of PSA and
fPSA were measured respectively. Both PSA and fP鄄
Table 1

SA test kits were produced by Bioseed Company袁 U.
S.A. The normal reference range of PSA was 0鄄4 mg/
L袁 and the percent fPSA was calculated by dividing
PSA by fPSA.
Statistical analysis
The results were expressed as mean 依 standard
deviation 渊x 依 s冤. The mean value of PSA袁 fPSA
and percent fPSA among groups were compared by t
test and q test袁 The relationship was analyzed by lin鄄
ear regression model. Categorical data were analyzed
by chi鄄square test and Fisher爷s exact test.

RESULTS

Percent fPSA in men without prostate dis鄄
ease vs. PCa patients
The mean percent fPSA of men without prostate
disease was 20.5% 依 6.3%袁 compared with 7.3% 依
5.3% in men with PCa. The difference was signifi鄄
cant渊P < 0.005冤.
PSA袁 fPSA and percent fPSA of each age
group for men without prostate disease
PSA was a ssociated with age in men without
prostate disease袁 and there were significant differ鄄
ences between any of each two groups 渊P 约 0.05鄄
0.001冤. fPSA was also associated with age袁 but just
the group of age 30鄄39 was significantly different
from the group of 60鄄69 and the group of over than
70 as to fPSA曰 and so was the group of 40鄄49曰 the
group of 50鄄59 was significantly different from the
group of over than 70 渊P 约 0.01冤. There were no
significant differences of the percent fPSA among 5
age groups 渊P 跃 0.05冤 渊See Table 1冤. The correla鄄
tion coefficient 渊r冤 between age and PSA袁 between

Serum PSA fPSA and percent fPSA in different age

Age

n

PSA渊ng 辕 ml冤

fPSA渊ng 辕 ml冤

Percent fPSA渊豫冤

30-39

73

0.86 依 0.81

0.18 依 0.30

21.2 依 7.3

40-49

58

1.18 依 0.52

0.25 依 0.23

20.8 依 3.2

50-59

144

1.62 依 0.63

0.31 依 0.17

19.4 依 6.0

60-69

252

2.12 依 0.84

0.43 依 0.22

20.3 依 7.0

逸 70

152

2.76 依 0.91

0.54 依 0.25

19.6 依 6.0

age and fPSA袁 between age and percent fPSA was
0.608袁 0.534 and 鄄0.044 respectively. The data of
serum PSA袁 fPSA increased as the age increased袁
but the data of percent fPSA did not change as the
age changed.
Relationship between percent fPSA and
pathological grade袁 clinical stage of PCa

There was significant difference of the percent fP鄄
SA between different pathological grades and differ鄄
ent clinical stages渊P 约 0.05冤. The r between percent
fPSA and pathological grade袁 between percent fPSA
and clinical stage was 0.427 and-0.332 respectively
渊P 约 0.05冤. As the percent fPSA was decreased袁 the
malignant degree became worse while the pathological
grade and the clinical stage became worse 渊Table 2冤.
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Table 2

The relationship of pathological grade, clinical stage of PCa with percent fPSA
Clinical stage

Pathological grade
n

圆苑

Well

Moderate

Poor

A

B

C

D

6

4

24

3

15

员圆

4

PSA渊ng/ml冤

28.4 依 4.5

33.1 依 7.6

39.7 依 8.1

21.7 依 3.4

30.2 依 6.1

猿怨.远 依 源.怨

48.8 依 7.3

fPSA渊ng/ml冤

04.3 依 1.6

03.3 依 2.0

02.0 依 1.7

04.8 依 2.2

03.7 依 3.0

0猿.员 依 员.愿

02.8 依 员.6

Percent fPSA渊%冤

15.1 依 5.2

09.7 依 3.3

04.8 依 2.3

20.1 依 3.4

11.3 依 4.2

0苑.怨 依 猿.园

04.8 依 1.5

Appropriate reference range of percent fPSA
The percent fPSA values in the 5 th袁 25 th袁 50
th袁 75 th and 95 th percentiles were 13.6%袁 16.8%袁
19.2%袁 24.5% and 30.9% respectively. The thresh鄄
old data of percent fPSA were unilateral threshold
data. The data of 13.6% 渊the 5 th percentile冤 were
selected as the reference threshold data of percent fP鄄
SA for the further study. According to the reference
range of the percent fPSA given by the test kit and
reported by the previous medical references袁 the data
of 10%袁 15% and 20% were selected as the thresh鄄
old data of percent fPSA to distinguish PCa and men
without prostate disease. The sensitivity of diagnos鄄
ing PCa was 70.6% and the specificity was 97.4% as
the reference range was more than 10% 曰 when the
reference range was more than 15%袁 the sensitivity
was 94.1% and the specificity was 89.7%曰 when the
reference range was more than 20%袁 the sensitivity
was 94.1% and the specificity was 62.8% . Finally
15% was selected as the threshold data of the percent
fPSA. The percent fPSA of PCa was defined as less
than 15%.

DISCUSSION

Our results exhibited that the average serum per鄄
cent fPSA of men without prostate disease was sig鄄
nificantly higher than that of Pca patients. The tumor
cells in most of PCa patients have the protein for 琢鄄
chymotrypsin 渊ACT冤 transfer and expression. ACT
produced by tumor cells is easy to combine with
PSA and enter the blood circulation. The barrier of
normal people to PSA is more effective than that of
PCa patients袁 and it can keep the PSA鄄ACT from
entering the blood circulation. Thus袁 people without
prostate diseases may have more percent fPSA rather
than PSA鄄ACT. The above can explain why the per鄄
cent fPSA of men without prostate disease was high鄄
er than that of PCa patients.
Can percent fPSA be affected by age? Scholars
have different opinions on it 咱1鄄6暂. We found that PSA
increased with age袁 there was positive correlation
between PSA and age. fPSA also increased with age.
栽here was positive correlation between fPSA and

age. The percent fPSA was not significantly different
among 5 age groups袁 and there was no correlation
between percent fPSA and age. PSA is influenced by
age袁 which may cause the increase in PSA of some
men without prostate diseases aged 50 or older.
PSA爷s clinical value was limited because of this 咱7暂袁
but percent fPSA was not affected by age袁 and its
clinical value can be better than PSA.
Our study showed that there was positive correla鄄
tion between percent fPSA and pathological grade of
PCa袁 and negative correlation between percent fPSA
and clinical stage of PCa. It was consistent with the
results reported abroad 咱4暂. The percent fPSA can be
used as a predictive marker of pathological grade
and clinical stage of PCa.
In our study袁 the percent fPSA value at each per鄄
centile was much lower than the data reported by the
Oesterling 咱1暂. It may increase the rate of misdiag鄄
nosed PCa and make unnecessary biopsy if we apply
their reference range of percent fPSA on us.
There was no optimal threshold data of the percent
fPSA for the diagnosis of PCa and men without
prostate disease presently. It is difficult to use it
clinically because of its great discrepancies in differ鄄
ent countries 咱8鄄15暂. To establish a good indicator for
diagnosis and staging PCa袁 we should consider not
only the sensitivity but also the specificity. We tried
to get the ideal values of both when we established
the threshold data of percent fPSA. Some scholars 咱1暂
abroad used the 5th percentile of the men without
prostate disease as the cutoff point of percent fPSA
and other scholars 咱9袁12暂 used the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve 渊ROC Curve冤. They made a
graph with curves of positive ratio and false鄄positive
ratio first袁 then selected the point of intersection of
two curves袁 and both the sensitivity and the speci鄄
ficity of percent fPSA were the best at this point the鄄
oretically. In clinical application袁 we selected the
data of percent fPSA closest to this point as its
threshold data. We found that the incidence rate of
PCa increased significantly when the data of percent
fPSA decreased and the possibility of getting PCa
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was very low when the percent fPSA increased. Our
results showed that reference range of more than 15 %
could help diagnose most of PCa袁 and both the sensi鄄
tivity and the specificity were higher than those of
other reference range. Finally 15% was selected as
the threshold data of percent fPSA袁 a man with per鄄
cent fPSA less than 15% would be diagnosed as
PCa.
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